
Softlmag
byBendeLeeuw

here is a new operating sys-
tem for animators-Microsoft
Windows NT. Although NT has
been around for several years,
only recently has it become

useful to animators. Several estab-
lished animation packages, such as
Lightwave and Animation Master,
have been ported successfully to the
NT environment; others, such as 3D
Studio Max, are being built specifical-
ly for NT. Many companies are using
the potential power of this OS to push
packages formerly available on

The first of the high-end Windows
NT animation packages is a well-
established player-SoftImage (SI).

For years, SoftImage has been a
leader in Irix-based animation pack-
ages running on Silicon Graphics
workstations. Now it is attempting to
exert its influence on a new market. It
is no real surprise that SI is an early
player in the NT market (it was
bought by Microsoft last year).

Bringing the product to Windows was
a logical (and predictable) progression.

If you are familiar with the Irix- ,r
based versiori
of SI, there
isn't much to
talk about. In
fact, the beta
version of
SoftImage's NT
has yet to
implement
some more
advanced mod-
ules, such as
Mental Ray
and Particle,
but SoftImage
promises to
have them
ready when the
program ships
this quarter.
PC animators

who haven't yet had the luxury of
working on Silicon Graphics machines
are in for a treat-the toolset included
with SoftImage (especially in the area
of character animation) is much richer
than anything previously available on
the PC platform. But before you get
too excited, take into consideration
that SI NT is a high-end animation
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Windows 3.x into a new realm of
production capability. The potential of
NT goes even farther, however. It is a
system robust enough to handle the
complexities of high-end professional
animation systems, and in the coming
months, we will see more and more
software that takes advantage of its
muscle.
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package-you
get lots ofgreat
features, but
you will need
some powerful
hardware to run
it. SoftImage
won't run on
your 486 or
even on your

Pentium. (At

least not very
well.) I reviewed
the software on
an Intergraph
TDZ 400, a dual
Pentium Pro
(P6). At the
least, a single
Pentium Pro
will be needed
to get real func-
tionality from
the software. A
3D graphics

accelerator that
supports
OpenGL is nec-
essary for the
real-time shad-
ing found in the
interface. If
you've got less
than 64 MB of
RAM, it's time
to buy more.

A familiar
look and feel

The SoftImage
interface has a familiar layout. It is a
quadview, similar to those in other PC
animation programs like Autodesk's
3D Studio. Each of the four windows
can display orthogonal (Ieft, top, front,
etc.), perspective (camera), f-curve, or
schematic views. F-curve or function
curve is a view that allows you to see
the animation data in the form of
editable function curyes. Schematic
shows the scene's hierarchy as a
schematic, making it easy to select a
single member of a hierarchical tree.
All views, except schematic and f-
curve, can also be displayed with
hardware-assisted, real-time shading.
(This uses the Open GL API.)

The program is divided into several

modules, each controlling a different
stage in the animation process. The

modules are seamlessly integrated, so

it is really easier to think of them as

different tool templates. Switching
modules doesn't take you to a differ-
ent space, it simply brings up a differ-

ent set of tools that you can use to
manipulate the objects in a single
space.

The interface, while strong in some

areas, is not a standard Windows
interface and, at times, not very intu-

itive. In its rush to port the software
to N!, Softlmage opted to leave the
interface exactly as it is in the Irix
version, which at times can be annoy-
ing. The user faces a learning curve,
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because there isn't a familiar set of
menus available. Second, SI doesn't
adhere to the normal functionality of
Windows products. You can minimize
the program (though I had to call tech
support to figure it out) and you can
open other windows over it, but

Softlmage itself does not run in a win-
dow. You can't resize the program

while it's running, and it requires spe-
cific resolutions (1,024 x 768; 1,280 x
L,024;1,600 x L,200) in order to run.
Presumably, this means that even if
you have a graphics card that sup-

ports dual screen mode, SI won't run
in that configuration. I tested a beta
release ofthe first version ofthis
product, and I hope that as develop-
ment continues, the program will
become more Windows-compliant.

Tools that make the modules

The Softlmage Model module includes
a nice complement of modeling tools.
Objects can be polygon-, patch-, or
NURBS-based (non-uniform rational
B-splines). You can create curves of
the linear, cardinal, bezier, B-spline, or
NURBS variety. Many predefined 2D
and 3D primitives are included with
the program, and you can also create
objects using various surfacing opera-
tions. Any curve can be extruded along
any cardinal axis or curye or swept
around an axis any number of degrees
to create an object that is a complete
or partial revolution.

Multiple curves can be skinned
sequentially. This lets you draw cross-
sections ofyour object and connect
them. Objects you create by extruding,
revolving, or skinning curves can
maintain a modeling relationship to
the original curve. Thus, if you
extrude a circle into a cylinder, you

can interactively change the shape of
the cylinder by changing the shape of
the circle. Similarly, if you skin a
series of curves, you can manipulate
each cross section interactively.
Manipulations of this type can also be
keyframed to create animation. This is
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a great tool for doing precise shape
animation; the modeling relationship
can be turned off when the effect you
want is achieved. If animation is
involved, it can be saved first.

It's also possible to make a related
type of deformation by creating a rela-
tionship between a model and a curye,
patch, or lattice. With a curve or a

lnelgb 
(a 2D surface defined by inter-

I secting perpendicular curves) one or
two axes of the object are replaced by
the curves in the deformed object.
Thus a model of a fish, for instance,
can be moved along a curve that has
replaced its Y axis, and the model
deforms to follow the undulations of
the path. A lattice is a 3D object that
establishes proximity-based relation-
ships between its points and the
selected points on the surface of an
object. The complexity of the lattice
defines the level ofcontrol over the
surface of the object. Deformations
using a simple cube lattice (eight con-
trol points) let you scale or twist an
object from the top or bottom, the

effect interpo-
lating across
the whole sur-
face. A cube
with multiple
cross sections
would allow you

to adjust a seg-
ment in the
center without
affecting the
ends. These
deformations
can also be
animated.

Objects can
be combined
using Boolean
operations to
create intersec-
tions, subtrac-
tions, or unions.
The result of a Boolean operation will,
however, always be a polygon object.
These operations can also be animat-
ed. Surfaces made of patches or
NURBS can be connected along open

edges to create new composite objects,
and the edges of NURBS surfaces can
be connected even if they have a dif-
ferent number of points. (Patches

must have the same number.) Other
modeling operations include rounding
edges and corners, beveling, clipping
on a plane (aliowing you to open an
object as if cut with a saw), and ran-
domizing, which jumbles all or some of
the points on an object's surface to
create a bumpy, organic look. Objects
can also be subdivided to add complex-
ity or mirrored along any axis.

NURBS surfaces can be trimmed
using a curye, which maintains the
curvature of the surface but cuts away
the parts inside or outside of the trim-
ming curve. Individual faces of poly-
gon objects can also be manipulated,
allowing you to extrude individual
object faces or groups. This can be
used to create spikes poking out from
a ball.

Finer manipulation of objects is pos-
sible with single- or user-defined
groups ofpoints. Points can be scaled,
rotated, or translated (moved) to per-
form deformations that do not affect
the rest ofthe object. These operations
offer frne control for facial animation.
Finally, instances of any model can be
created. Instances are copies of a

-model that do not have their own
geometry, but instead reference the
geometry of an original. Instances also
inherit the animation of the original,
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but can be scaled, rotated, or translat-
ed independently. If you want to ani-
mate an instance differently from the
original, you can inflate it. This pro-
duces a copy of the original with full
geometry (replacing the instance); and
all animation created while the object
was an instance can be retained.

Astors and motion

While many modeling functions in
Softlmage can be animated, the
animation capabilities of the program
are significantly more involved, due in
large part to the Motion and Actor
modules.

Motion deals with animation exter-
nally applied to a model. It includes
scaling, rotation, translation, and
deformations (such as those created by
modeling relationships). Actor, on the
other hand, deals with internally
applied animation, such as skeletal
animation and dynamics (physical

simulation).
AII animated functions in Softlmage

generate function curves (f-cunes),

which can be viewed and directly
manipulated. Points on the f-curve can
be interactively adjusted to see how
the result affects the animation.
Pieces off-curves can also be cut,
copied, and pasted. Thus, once you've
created an animated sequence for an
object, you can repeat it, move it in
time, or scale it. Libraries of these
sequences can be built to call up an
animation (a walk cycle, for instance)
from a disk as well as from another
point in the current sequence.

The explicit operations (those per-
formed directly on the object) in the
Motion module are the previously --
mentioned scaling, rotation, and
transformation. Using these functions,
animation is created by saving
keyframes. SoftImage also supports
animation on a path. Any object can
be assigned a predefined curve to
travel along. It can interpret the curve
as a path, in which case it deforms as
if the curve were an axis. The curve
can also act as a trajectory, where the
model translates on the curve but does
not deform. Deformations can also be
animated in the Motion module.
Similar to the Model module, Motion
lets you create deformations based on

a curve, patch, or lattice. Animation
can be keyframed for the deformation
object and is imparted to the main
object.

ShApe_Alilqatiogis the movement of
#

points or clusters of points. Like mod-
eling with point manipulation, shape
anirhation lets you work with a single
point or define, name, and save a
group of points to work with. Changes
to the points are keyframed to create
animation. Shape animation can be
applied as an additive or an averaged
fashion. Applying the deformation as
an additive layers the animation on
top of previous animation. Averaged

application averages the animation
with prior manipulations. Thus, a sur-
prised face to which you added an
expression of fear could then express
sheer terror (additive) or mild shock
(averaged). With certain objects, those
made of spline patches (not NURBS), a
form of relational modeling, can be
used to create shape animation.

Zip patches allow you to create a
one-to-one relationship between the
points on a deformation patch and the
points in a limited area of a patch
model. Thus, you could create a zipl
patch of only the lips of a character
and animate them without affecting
the rest of the model. The advantage
of this over working with clusters of
points is that it allows you to isolate
your working area in the modeling
space.

Another animation option is Motion
Constraint. An object (camera or light)
or cluster of points can be constrained
to another object, group ofobjects, or
cluster of points. The constraint can
affect the position, rotation, orienta-
tion, or scaling of the object. These
options can be used to constrain an
object to a bounding plane to, for
example, keep a chair locked to the
floor, but still be able to move it
around. An object can also be con-
strained to remain within a certain
proximity of another object. When an
object is constrained to multiple
objeets, the average effect is used.

Expressions can be used to create
animations based on mathematical
formulas. An animation value is gen-
erated by processing variables. An
expression governing the rotation of
an object called Cube might be

Cube.erotx = Sphere.etrany +7. That

means the rotation of Cube on its X

axis (Cube.erotx) equals the transla-
tion ofan object called Sphere on its Y

axis plus 7 (sphere.etrany +7.) Any of
the basic arithmetic operators (addi-

tion, subtraction, multiplication, and
division) can be used in an expression
on any object.

Channels allow externally generat-

ed information to govern the anima-
tion of an object. The most well-known
use of this is in motion capture, where
the motion of an actor is recorded and

applied to a model. Other inputs can
be used. Softlmage comes with drivers
that support input from MIDI, the

mouse, and others.

Inverse Kinematics

The Actor module is where articulated
skeletons are created. The skeleton
tool allows you to create 2D or 3D
kinematic chains that can be assigned
as the bones of an object. Animation of
the bones deforms the object accord-
ingly. The joints of 2D chains rotate
around one axis only (an elbow is a
good example of a 2D joint). 3D joints

rotate around all three axes-a wrist,

for example. In the case of the wrist,
the joint is also constrained (so it
won't rotate through the arm), which
is supported in Actor. Chains can be
incorporated into a hierarchy with
objects, as well as with other chains.
Any object can be assigned as the
envelope for one or more chains. The

envelope is the object, which is skele-
tally animated by the chain. The
points on the surface of the envelope
are mapped to one or more links in
the chain. There is complete control of
the links to which each point is
mapped. If mapped to multiple links,
there is control over what percentage

each one contributes to the point's

movement.
Chains (and their envelopes) can be

animated with inverse kinematics
(IK). This means you can grab the end
of a chain (the effector) and as you

move it, the rest of the chain will fol-
low. If you grab the foot and move it

up, the leg bends to accommodate the

movement, keeping the joints together.
The IK in Softlmage is very robust
and offers several options for animat-



ing. The effector (end) of a chain can
be translated and keyframed, the
joints can be rotated and keyframed
(technically this is forward kinema-
tion), the effector can be constrained
to a null (an object with no geometry),
and the null can be animated. The
intuitive functionality of SI's IK
makes it a breeze to use. I was able to
build and animate a simple human
skeleton in five minutes and had no
problem with skating.

Dynamics is the other major feature
of the Actor module. This allows you to
create physical simulations such as
gravity and collision detection. To
accomplish this, you imbue the object
with physical properties-you must
assign a density to the object.
Additionally, you can determine elas-
ticity, static roughness (how much one
surface sticks to another), and kine-
matic roughness (how much force is
needed to keep an object in motion).
Any combination of gravity, wind, and
fan (localized wind) can be applied to
objects and collisions can be enabled
or not. A definable amount of friction
can also be applied to the joints in
articulated chains involved in dynam-
ic simulations. A start and end frame
can be specified for each object to reg-
ulate when the simulation begins to
take effect. If you made leaves falling
offa tree, each one could have a differ-
ent start frame so they wouldn't all
fall at once. A dynamic simulation can
be run on an object that is already
animated.

An innovative dynamics-related tool
included in the package is Quick-
stretch, available only for polygon
objects. Quickstretch deforms an object
based on its own movement. For
instance, the ends of a spinning tube
bend back and lag behind the center
(as if you were spinning a length of
rubber hose). A forward-moving sphere
could be made to bulge at the back.

The realities of rendering

Materials and rendering in Softlmage
are familiar. The rendering engine is
an adaptive raytracer. A raytracer
simulates the rays coming from a light
source and calculates their trajecto-
ries. This lets objects have material
properties such as reflection and

refraction. An adaptive raytracer only
calculates the trajectories when it
encounters something that requires
that data, such as a refractive object
or an object casting a shadow. This is
advantageous, because ra5rtracing can
be very slow-the less of it you do, the
better. Soft shadows are supported,
and the renderer also supports depth
fading, atmospheric fog, layered fog,
and depth of field. Motion blur can
also be applied to a rendering.

Objects are assigned material prop-

erties in the Matter module. Ambient,
diffuse, and specular color can be set
independently. Objects can be as-

signed transparency, refl ectivity, and
refractivity. Static blur can be applied
to give an object fuzzy contours. 2D
and 3D textures can also be applied.

2D textures are mapped textures
that apply a bitmap to the surface of
an object. These textures can be
mapped using planar coordinates in
any plane (XY, XZ, YZ), spherical,
cylindrical, or tfV coordinates. UV
coordinates apply the map based on
the exact position of the points on the
surface of the object. This option is
available only with patch objects'and
not with polygons. Maps can be used
to imbue an object with several differ-
ent attributes.

Color lays the color of the map onto
an object. Bump simulates roughness
on the surface of the object using the
alpha channel or RGB intensity of the
map. Reflectivity regulates how reflec-
tive the surface is, using the alpha
channel or RGB intensity of the map.
Transparency regulates how transpar-
ent the surface is, using the alpha
channel or RGB intensity of the map.
Reflection adds a map to the reflection
on the surface of the object. All 2D
maps can be either a single image or a
sequential series of images.

Textures can be blended with the
color of the object. The amount of
blending can be set individually for
the ambient, diffuse, and specular
colors. 3D textures are procedural
patterns that fill the volume of the
object, with cross sections showing at
the surface. These can be used to cre-
ate textures such as marble, wood, or
clouds. The patterns can be scaled,
rotated, and translated, affecting how
thev intersect with the surface of the

object. Like 2D textures, 3D textures
can be blended with object material,
and they can be used for transparency,
reflectivity, and bump mapping. The

attributes of both materials and
textures can be animated, allowing
you to change the color of an object or

move a texture through the course of

an animation.

The final word

Softlmage is a very advanced set of
tools for creating 3D animations, It far

outshines anything previously avail-

able on the PC, and the learning curve
is not too steep if you are familiar
with 3D animation. The documenta-
tion I received was very comprehen-
sive and well written, although it was
intended for the Irix version of the
program. Presumably, the docs will be

rewritten to be Windows-specific
before release. When all the features

ofthe Irixversion ofthis program are

included in the NT version, it will be

an even stronger package. The folks at

SoftImage assure me that they are
working to bring metaballs, particles,

and the mental ray renderer to this
product as soon as they can.

Ifyou are thinking about purchas-

ing a professional animation package,

Softlmage is worth a serious look.It

has a couple of shortcomings-the
lack of Windows compliance and the

expense ofthe necessary hardware-

but it is certainly one of the most pow-

erful 3D modeling and animation
packages I have ever worked with.

The depth ofthe features and the ease

of use make it especially well suited to

3D designers who fancy themselves as

artists.
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